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Don't miss your chance to join one of the most exciting drift challenges with Extreme Drifters game! This is a tournament that
takes place in 2 huge racing cities. Only the fastest cars and the most experienced racers can take part in it. Seems that this race
suits you!

Don't waste your time, drive to the start line!
Choose one of 3 racing cars in the garage;
Race fast and drift through twisty streets;
Complete extremely hard tasks during the race;
Earn gold and become the best drifter ever!
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No doubt that drift races are rather dangerous. There is always a chance to miss the turn and crash. Master your drifting skills to
avoid accidents.

Extreme Drifters game is your chance to:
Control extremely fast drifting cars;
Visit 2 cities with lots of racing locations;
Compete with rivals on twisty tracks with sharp turns;
Show everyone your drift skills.
Win the drifting tournament and become the best drifter with Extreme Drifters game!
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WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥ WERE YOU ON WHILE CREATING THIS

GOLD STAR. Last week my girlfriend broke up with me.
Joke's on her, now I can have all the girlfriends I want with this game.. The ultimate-est of all the ultimate skins. It is truly a
triumph.. I definitely recommend it! A very atmospheric game with an interesting plot. What is worth noting is that this isn't
mentioned anywhere in the game, but here are 3 campaigns (Imperial, Pagan, Renaissance), so You can have more of a game
than You probably could thought after purchase. As for the game itself, mechanics and balance of the game are very well done..
You’d better begin your sexual intercourse after the delivery after the one mouth check-up with a doctor.. The game has
impresive graphics but I think the interface and the way you select actions should be tailored to easier shortcuts on your
keyboard. Its hard to know how to use every unit. I would strongly recommend an ingame tutorial.. I really enjoyed this back in
the day and have found this to be a nice remaster, looks decent and plays well. A fun tactical shooter.. Strange crazy action!
Worth your money!. I don't recall when I got this game, in all honesty. I think it was in a bundle of some kind. But I got
reminded of its existence through a weird set of events and wanted to give it another go.
The tutorial is alright - it tells you how things work, which is quite essential for something like this, and the playing field on
which you experience things lets you mess around with things for the sake of practice. I came away from the tutorial with a
vague sense of how to play - run into basic enemies, shoot flowers and bullets. The gameplay is rather interesting, with a neat
premise that can prove rewarding if you can put the time into it.
The main issue I have is that the entire game's aesthetic is a god damn mess. Visuals are psychedelic, which might be some
folks' cup of tea, but I found myself dying more often than not due to one of the things I was meant to shoot getting lost in the
overwhelming visuals. And this is coming from someone who can play Beat Hazard on Suicidal. The audio makes me think I'm
shooting up some bizarre children's toy that communicates in barnyard animal calls, random phone noises, and the occasional
phrase repeated to the point of annoyance. Not to mention the weird kid at the start screen reading out numbers in Welsh. The
text of the game is just as "wacky" and "random", with references to older games dotted around, intentional misspellings, and
the word "goat" being shoved into other words for seemingly no reason.
There's certainly a good game to be had from this, but the nonsensical art direction and reliance on random humour can easily
grate if you aren't into that sort of thing. After ten levels (which I understand is less than a tenth of the actual game) I had to turn
the game off for fear of giving myself a migraine. It's got a niche appeal, and unfortunately it's not for me.. I knew from the
trailer that the graphics weren't exactly next gen but this is really bad. It looks like a game for windows 95. I could look past that
if it had good atmosphere or gameplay or was actually scary. So far none of these are the case. I've only played the game a little
bit but I have a pretty good idea of the game's overall potential. I'll update my review if the game gets better but I dont' think i'll
be able to tolerate too much more of this.
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PROS:
Solid concept.
Nice soundtracks.
Visual design are perfect.
Decent storyline.
Good UI.
Tons of weapons and upgrades.
CONS:
Abandoned!
Cluncky gameplay.
Camera control somehow bug.
Too expensive.
Need more polishing.
Firing mechanics need some rework.
▂▃▅▇█ Final judgement: 50/100 █▇▅▃▂
Lets just hope the dev finish this game bc it's really good.. sorry i like pixel games and graphics but it doesnt explain a lot in the
demo so ill just pass. I played this game all the way to the final boss and I had a pretty fun time doing it. I will recomend this
game, but my only problem right now is during the final boss fight, my game keeps crashing on me.. I would love to see a
"special" 2 hand great sword to match the outfit. I really dont care about the stats on it except it should be competetive with
Reikland great sword.
Other than that, then the outfit looks cool and the roleplay enhanced even further.. I was under the impression there were several
locations to explore but indeed there was only one. You can't really interact with it and everything around you just happens.
After 6-7 minutes the experience is over.
They added a Halloween-themed version of the same environment and it's way more interesting. Again, you can't interact with
the environment and everything happens the same way everytime BUT there is alot more stuff happening here and it was
somewhat enjoyable.
Sadly the pricetag of 5\u20ac attached to a 13-14 minute experience (of which i liked less than 50% off) is a lot to swallow..
Would not recommend anyone to purchase this one. Product is too raw. It needs remastering and fresh team for finishing the
project. Maybe, the idea is not the worst, but... Too many "if there were...". So, step by step.
1. Graphics. Looks fine, but... It is some kind of the Unity Engine, completely without any optimization. Your FPS will drain
starting from the first room. 5/10.
2. Gameplay if fair enough. Sometimes lags, for example you're unable to click a node in the electronic scheme puzzle, rotating
buttons on the energy node remain inactive after activating and e.t.c. Also weapon switching doesn't work properly. I think this
all caused by the Unity Engine. 5/10.
3. Special part: jumping. Completely disgusting. There is no jumping. Especially important for levels with flying platforms.
-10/10.
4. Monsters. No comments. Only one word:♥♥♥♥♥♥ Who's the author?! -10/10
5. The plot, the story. Where is it? Even no any notes, audio diaries, archives. 0/10.
6. The ambient sound, music. Yes, the best part of this project. Makes some kind of impresion and keeps the atmosphere. 7/10.
Totally -3/10. Time spent for writing this not included.. a fun game to kill some time!.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNO6eZXLlbw. If you like World War II, and if you like Aeroplanes, then this is the game
for you. Did I mention that there are....NAZIS!!!!. its fun for the first 15 minutes, but already then you will realize how op some
of the weapons are. how all the maps are almost similar. and how little went in to the controls. until then i cant recommend this
game since there are so many others out there that do a better job like stick fight and ultimate chicken horse
Server Maintenance Extension Announcement – 4.20.2019:
Dear players,
Due to unforeseen technical issues, Ring of Elysium’s live server maintenance today has been extended by 1 hour to bring a
more stable gaming experience for our players.
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We expect maintenance to end at:
April 20th, 3AM PDT, 10:00 UTC/GMT. Melee Free Demo now available:
During the transition to free-to-play game, we have released Melee (Free Demo) on Steam Store. Anyone who wants to play the
game please download Melee Demo and will have the same gaming experience. The game data in Melee Demo will be saved
and transferred to Melee (Free-to-play) once the application of price change is approved. Thanks for your patience!.
#MinistryofContests:
Time to compare notes! Correct answers to the quiz are:

How can you make Order speak?
Once Hector uses all potions from Han van Meegeren, he will offer him a secret one designed to understand the
language of animals. Hector will drink it and will have a chance to chat with Order.
The correct answer is to drink a potion yourself.

Continue the phrase “I hate___, father! I’d rather die than work as a slave!”
When Patrick and Carl talk about Сarl’s new job, Сarl suggests his son start earning money. Patrick says he wouldn't
work at the mines.
The correct answer is the mines.

What is Rosa Ranek niece’s name?
Dr. Alloisius Shpak turns to Carl with a request to help him establish his personal life. Carl interrogates the residents and
finds out that Rosa Ranek has an unmarried niece Sara Wattermach who will be pleased to meet with the doctor. But
when the niece arrives at Krusvice, Rosa understands that it is not her relative, but the imposter Vera Rentsi who makes
men fall in love with her and then poison them.
The correct answer is Sara.

What tale can you broadcast through the propaganda machine?
Anna asks her husband to find her a radio, Сarl buys the radio and gives it to the family. Then there comes a propaganda
machine and Danton asks Сarl to set it on the opposition station. If Сarl gives the radio to the wife, then, by entering a
special code, you can set the machine on a wise tale of three piglets.
The correct answer is a wise tale of three piglets.

What is Airel Johnson's nickname?
Airel Johnson is a war hero, an honorary citizen of the State. But once Danton suggests that Airal is the notorious
Butcher from Agloe. Karl finds medal for bravery in the battle of Agloe that confirms that Airal is the Butcher.
The correct answer is the Butcher from Agloe.
Congratulations to everyone who answered all the questions correctly! New contest is just around the corner!
. Update ver 1.03:
Hello friends, now its time to update Cyberhunt, version 1.03 here's the list:

Fixed a big bug that made the game only spawn the small enemies in some levels and after level 20;

Fixed the mission counter from the main menu that displayed 501 missions completed;
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Added a tutorial on the main menu with some tips, controller layout and powerups list;

Changed the level display sprites to a preettier one;

Added controller vibration;

Changed duration of the screenshake when the player collide the ship;
As aways, thank you very much for playing and giving feedback, you guys are awesome!

If you enjoyed the game, please leave a positive feedback, that helps a lot for small games like this one to be seen on the flood
of games here on STEAM.

And please check it out my new game 'POLYGONEER'
http://store.steampowered.com/app/684680/Polygoneer/
. My Brother Rabbit available this Fall!:
Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!
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